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HANDOUT 1A – The most dangerous ways to school 
 

Please use this handout for watching the video about the most dangerous ways to school: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrHXxrIrtxE. 

Tick the words you can spot in the video clip. If you find more words write them into the extra boxes below. 
 

PLACES MEANS OF TRANSPORT ACTIVITIES 
the teenagers are doing on their way to or at school 

desert  tram climbing  
forest horse cart doing gymnastics 
grassy fields motorbike driving a truck 
highway helicopter freezing 
hill boat going by cable car 
jungle cable car riding a donkey 
lake horse going by truck 
mountain snowmobile hiking 
river submarine hitchhiking 
road truck paddling 
savanna ferry running 
school yard car walking 
snowy fields bus cycling 
town bike playing ball  
valley plane going by train 
village donkey going by motorbike 
   
   

 

Extra challenge:  
Which country is the video clip about at its end? Please mark it on the world map (Handout 1B) 
How high are some of the mountains there? 
 

Compare your solutions in groups. 
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Instead of using HANDOUT 1A  

do an INFORMATION GAP ACTIVITY. 

 
The most dangerous ways to school 

 

Watch the video about the most dangerous ways to school: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrHXxrIrtxE. 
 
Instructions for information gap activity:  
Divide the learners in A and B.  
Tasks for learners in group A: Write down all the places (landscapes) you can spot in the video. 
Tasks for learners in group B: Write down all the means of transport and the activities on their way to school. 

After watching A learners and B learners work in small groups to compare their solutions.  
Then always an A and a B learner pair up to exchange information. 
Less ready learners can be given HANDOUT 1A to be able to participate successfully as well by circling the words they can 
spot in the video. 

 
Extra challenge:  
Which country is the video clip about at its end? Please mark it on the world map (Handout 1B) 
How high are some of the mountains there? 
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HANDOUT 1B – World Map 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discuss in groups: 
1. Which means of transport to get to school do you find most fascinating? Why? 
2. Which ones are scariest? Why? 
3. What do you think? How do these children and teenagers feel about their ways to school? Give reasons. 
4. How would YOU feel if you had to get to school like this? 
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HANDOUT 1A – Solution 
 

PLACES MEANS OF TRANSPORT ACTIVITIES  
the teenagers are doing on their way to or at school 

desert  boat climbing  
forest cable car freezing 
highway truck going by boat 
hill  going by cable car 
lake  hiking 
river  hitchhiking 
road  paddling 
savanna  going by truck 
grassy fields  running 
mountain   
school yard   
snowy fields   
valley   
village   

 

The video clip is about Nepal. 
Some mountains in Nepal are 4000 meters high. 
 


